LONDUBH BOOKS

HOW TO SUBMIT A MANUSCRIPT

Londubh Books publishes only non-fiction, chiefly of Irish interest. We do not publish fiction, poetry or children’s books.

If you are not sure whether your manuscript will fit our list please email in advance: jo@londubh.ie.

Please email your complete manuscript as a Word/RTF/text only attachment to jo@londubh.ie. No particular formatting is needed. Include any extra relevant information in your cover email.

Please also attach a short biography of yourself, saying where you are from, what you work at and what qualifies you to write on a particular topic. One page is enough.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for your manuscript to be evaluated and for us to respond, although you may receive a response sooner than this. We cannot normally give detailed feedback or enter into correspondence about manuscripts that we do not intend to publish.

Please be sure to email in advance if you have any queries.

Good luck with your writing.
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